Winter 2014

GGLRR Rocks at San
Jose’s Bark in the Park!

On September 20th,
Golden Gate Labrador
Retriever Rescue
participated in San
Jose’s Bark in the
Park event, for the
first time ever! It was
a beautiful sunny day,
and our wonderful
booth with its colorful
tent stood out in the
crowd. In addition,
we had a great view
of the many activities
and events, all
happening directly in
front of us.

www.labrescue.org

Bark in the Park is
considered by some
to be San Jose’s
premier event for
dog lovers and their
pets. It is sponsored
by Naglee Park &
Campus Community
Association, a
neighborhood
non-profit, for the
purpose of supporting
the Association and
local pet charities.
While we don’t have
attendance figures
for 2014, as many
as 15,000 humans
and 3,700 dogs have
attended in past years.

A huge thank you
goes to the devoted
volunteers who gave
For Lab Rescue, it was
up their day for us:
GGLRR tent and volunteers Deb, Liz, Steph, George and Barb
a great opportunity to
Liz Frome, Debbi
Behrman, George Behrman, Leigh Stacey, Stephanie Hinds,
put our organization in front of as many potential adopters,
fosters, volunteers and all around dog lovers as possible in
Barbara Estrada, Jennie Fong, Linda McCahon, Michael
one location. Traffic to the Lab Rescue booth was non-stop
Tomaszewski, Nina Rodela, Ron Jankowski and Barb
Guerra-Jankowski. A special thanks to Barb, who ran all
for most of the day, with people drawn to both our red and
white booth, and to the great dogs we had with us. While
the logistics and managed the event at the same time she
Bark in the Park is not an adoption fair, we made sure to
was engaged more than full time in her company’s annual
budget process (no wonder she wanted to hang out with the have both adoptable dogs, and alumni (adopted) dogs
dogs!).
Continued on page 2
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so that attendees could see what great dogs they are, ask
questions of our volunteers, sign up as potential adopters,
fosters or volunteers, and get their dog fix all in one place.
It’s a lot to expect a dog to hang out quietly for hours,
much less a high energy dog like a Lab, so in the morning
adoptable dogs Coal and Fahrenheit graced our booth,
along with volunteers Linda McCahon and Jennie Fong,
and their dogs (both from GGLRR) Charlie and Duggan,
respectively. In the afternoon, we had Barbara Estrada with
her dog Molly (a foster failure) as our alumni dog and
Fahrenheit as our adoptable dog.
Traffic to the booth was brisk all day, and we raised nearly
$600 in donations! For a $10 donation, you could get a
Good Girl/Good Boy tennis ball bone toy; for a $15 donation
you could enter a raffle to win an amazing gift basket worth
$800! The gift basket included a deluxe dog bed, dog toys,
dog treats, a water bowl, hiking booties, and much more,
including a $100 gift card and a bottle of wine for the
winning human.
Vendors of anything and everything dog related were also
at Bark in the Park, giving us the opportunity to learn more
about them, and for them to learn about us. We saw toys,
costumes, clothing, veterinary services, doggie day care,

boarding,
dog walking,
training
vendors and
more. More
than one
rescue group
dropped by
to see us too,
checking out
our displays
and goodies,
and wishing
they had
what we had.
In short, Lab
Rescue’s first
Bark in the
Park was a great success. We plan to attend again next year,
so put Saturday, September 19, 2015 on your calendar now!
We’d love to have your participation and you’d have a great
time!
– Debbi Behrman

Happy Endings – Coco
Things are going well with Coco Wooster. She is the newest addition to our family.
Our children Maddie and Henry wore us down. We had a Lab 7 years ago who
passed away. Ever since we lost her, our children have been asking for a new dog.
We delayed as long as we could, but have finally adopted Coco through Lab Rescue.
She is pure joy and such a sweet girl. Our kids are so happy and she seems to be
thriving in a family with kids around and regular exercise. We have been so pleased
with Liz and Lab Rescue. They have provided us with training and have answered
all our questions along the way. It has been great for our kids to learn that we
could rescue a dog and give her a better life vs. going to a breeder. She had lost
hair on her back and paws from fleas and it is just starting to grow back. The kids
are seeing the difference we have made for Coco by giving her a young family and
it is great for us to see the compassion they are learning from this experience of
rescuing a dog. Thank you GGLR and Liz!
– Anne Wooster
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Trainer’s Corner – Recognizing Reactivity
One of the things I’m called out to assess frequently is
whether or not a dog is reactive. A dog–especially a newly
grown, or unknown dog–lunging at the end of its leash is
assumed to be reactive by most people. This is good; it’s a
safe way to respond, to make sure that if the dog IS reactive,
it won’t hurt anyone else! But just because that’s a safe
assumption, doesn’t mean it’s the right assumption.
There are two general types of leash aggression: fear
aggression, and reactivity. Fear aggression comes about due
to some sort of trauma from the dog’s point of view. This
could be, “I am a timid youngster, and this dog sniffs me
anyway, frightening me. Now I have been traumatized. The
only way to make a dog go away is to attack.”
Reactivity typically comes about from frustration. “I am an
outgoing youngster, pulling on my leash and trying to get
that other dog’s attention to play. But I can’t get over there,
and I’m getting frustrated! Now every time I see a dog, I get
frustrated. I will just start attacking!” (Classical conditioning
at it’s worst!)
Of course, the other possibility is that the dog isn’t reactive
at all. They just want to say hi, and they’re really quite
friendly but without good leash manners. How do you tell the
difference in the three? Hang on to your pups, here we go!
Fear reactivity:
These dogs avert their eyes at the beginning, glancing
sidelong toward other dogs. Their tails are low; “I don’t
want to act if I don’t have to.” This may only last a second
or two before the dog lunges, if they’ve learned that lunging
will make the frightening thing go away.
Reactivity:
These dogs pick their heads up, stick
their chests out, and lift their tails high
and stiff. “I can take on the world!” Is
the general impression you’ll get. This
happens a block away from the other
dog. From that far, they’re already telling
the other dog, “I can take you in a fight!”
Their ears will also be pitched forward

with wrinkles in the forehead, “locked on” to the other dog.
When and if they lunge, they’ll do so with a series of deep
barks, and the tension on the leash won’t slacken until the
dog is well away.
Playful:
A playful dog may also have a high tail and forward ears
with wrinkles, but that tail will be wagging. That, alone is
the single most obvious difference. A playful dog’s tail will
wag with a loose swishiness that a reactive dog won’t have.
A playful dog also has up and down body language: they
don’t walk forward like they’re marching, but rather do a
lot of bouncing, head ducking and lifting or weaving side to
side. This dog may also play-bow, or do a partial play-bow:
Bouncing up and forward (in what is often mistaken for a
lunge) before, upon feeling the leash stopping them, bounce
back and slightly downward. Then repeat! You’ll notice the
pulling upon the leash isn’t constant: they back off briefly
before beginning again. If they’re barking–which is likely–
it’s a high pitched bark often interspersed with whining.
Now the tricky part: A reactive dog may get close, and then
suddenly get playful. A playful dog may get close, and then
get reactive or fearful. The most common way of figuring this
out is trial and error, but there are a few things that will help.
With fearful dogs who start out playful, as they get close
they’ll get closer to the ground. Their ears will tuck back,
and the wag of the tail will be a low wag, with the base
of the tail tucked near their rump and the tip wagging
furiously. Oftentimes, they’ll start flicking their tongue
out, ready to lick the other dog. This is all nervous, overly
submissive behavior. At this point, take the dog
away. They’re so nervous that they’re not likely
to have a good experience, and they are likely to
panic and snap. If you do make the mistake of
continuing onward, before they snap their tails
will most likely stop wagging for just an instant.
That’s your moment! The best thing you can
do for a fearful dog is to tell them, “If you’re
afraid, we don’t want you to go near.” Take
away the pressure, and now that they know
Continued on page 4
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you have their back, their confidence will actually start to
grow.
If a waggy, playful dog goes forward and turns out to be
aggressive at the last minute, you can sometimes spot it just
beforehand. They will often start “marching” forward at
the last minute, tail suddenly not wagging. Alternately, they
may get up to the dog, and sniff purposely at it’s nose, going
back to the nose when the dog turns his head away. This is
a very demanding, rude, and pushy behavior and dogs who
are looking for a fight do it. Finally, they will sometimes
stand very tall, trying to put their head over the other dog’s
shoulders or back. This is also a rude, aggressive behavior;
step away then!
As for a reactive dog who suddenly gets playful, if you think
that might be your dog, call in a professional. If you’re
wrong, it could mean trauma and vet bills for all involved.

All these things apply to other peoples’ dogs, too. Some
dogs are afraid but haven’t learned to snap, yet. Others are
so aggressive that the dogs they meet cower down to avoid
a dog fight, so their owners don’t realize they’re aggressive.
Use your best judgment when meeting dogs, rather than
relying on others’. If I see an aggressive dog and the owner
is saying to me, “Can our dogs meet? Mine is friendly!” I just
tell them, “Oh, these guys are in training right now. Thank
you, though!” It avoids the problem without insulting an
owner who won’t believe their dog is aggressive, anyway!
So, start watching tails! Those are your first line of
knowledge. Low tail = afraid, even if it’s wagging at the tip.
High, stiff tail = aggressive, even if there’s a slow, stiff wag.
High tail with a big waggle = this dog just wants to play!
– Jenna McDonald, Feathers & Fur Dog Training

Happy Endings – Coal
At the end of February 2014
we lost our 14 1/2-year-old
Labrador. His name was Mojo.
We didn’t think we could ever
find another dog as great as
him. We have two other rescued
dogs at our house. Our Labrador
is a 4-year-old female and our
German shepherd is a 5-year-old
female. Even though we have two
other dogs, we wanted to adopt
another Labrador.

my wife sleeps. Susie tells me every
morning, Coal stands up next to her
side of the bed and gives her kisses.
Coal has approximately 15 toys.
He has them spread out inside and
outside. He always has a couple in
his bed. He likes to rest his head on
the toys when he is sleeping.

Well, with the help of Liz we
found Coal. Coal is a 10-year-old
male Labrador (You wouldn’t
think he could be that age, as he
acts like a 5-year-old). Coal blended perfect with our family
and two other dogs. Coal is a loving gentle man. He hasn’t
stopped wagging his tail since he arrived at his new home.
Within a couple of days at his new home Coal got into the
routine with the other two dogs. He picked his bed inside
our bedroom. He likes to sleep on the side of the bed where

We started daily walks with Coal the
first day he came to our house. He
started walking about 20 minutes
before getting tired. Today, he is
walking 60 minutes. He loves his
walks and also loves to ride in the
car. We have a built in pool in our
backyard. Of course Coal likes to
swim 7-8 times a day.
We found the perfect dog for our family. We were a little
apprehensive about adopting a 10 year old dog, but Coal
has shown us that age doesn’t matter.
– Danny and Susie Aulman
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Darcy – From Animal Shelter
to Search and Rescue!
Darcy (originally named
Sugar) came to us from
the Ukiah shelter. Her
owner told the shelter
that he just couldn’t
afford her any longer.
She was adopted, but
had some major issues,
and was returned to
us. Our Trainer Beth
worked with Darcy and
determined that she had
potential as a search
dog. She was evaluated
by the Search Dog Foundation (SDF) who took her into their
program. Today, Darcy is graduating from the program with
flying colors, and will be matched up with a handler. She

Anook – From Prison to
Paradise!
This beautiful girl was surrendered to the Humane Society
by her original owners. She’s a gorgeous girl, but she had
some problems with possessiveness, especially when it
came to food. The Humane Society was willing to work
with her, but then discovered she had a torn cruciate
ligament and required surgery. Lab Rescue took care of
the surgery, but it’s hard to find families who can handle
the 12 week recovery time, so Anook was sent to the Pen.
That’s right, Anook went to San Quentin as part of a Marin
Humane Society program called Pen Pals of San Quentin.
Selected inmates who qualify foster dogs that need help
with training and other problems. It works out great for
both dog and human. Anook and her assigned human Max
spent 24/7 together, helping each other learn a kinder,
gentler approach to problem solving. Max had a crate for
her in his room. They would play games, and Max worked
with Anook to be more relaxed about sharing her food and
other treasures. It was difficult, as her activity level was
severely restricted after surgery. Upon her release from

has made friends with everyone in the program. Here’s what
Kate Horwick, SDF Program Manager, has to say about Darcy
in her progress reports: “This goofy girl loves to spring up
off all four feet when she gets excited. Such a goof! She is
doing well searching over rubble and has been working with
diffused scent. She is so confident and strong when she finds
the victim. She has begun working “BOC” in direction and
control and today seemed to really grasp the concept! We
love Darcy; she has lots of drive and loves to work and play
but is so nice and calm in the kennels. She is such a love. We
had brand new handlers here for 2 weeks to get their own
search dogs, and everyone took a liking to Darcy. She went
“home” to one of the firefighter’s hotel rooms one night to
practice socialization and he said she just curled right up in
his lap and went straight to sleep.”
Darcy is likely to be paired with an experienced handler,
most of whom are from California, so we may see more of
this lovely girl in the future as she saves lives!
– Debbi Behrman
the Big House,
Lab Rescue sent
Anook to training
to build up her
stamina, and
work with her
issues so she
would be more
adoptable.
Anook is now
with her forever
family, which includes mom, dad and 2 teenage boys. She
still has a very strong protective sense, but her family loves
her and continues to work with her. She will never be a dog
park dog, but she is great with her canine brother. Her one
“sin” is that she is a dumpster diver; when her mom gets
home she asks Anook “have you been a good dog?” This
means, has she stayed out of the garbage cans in the house.
If she has been foraging, she scampers into her kennel as
a “self-punishment.” If she has been good, she does a little
jig into the kitchen, because she knows she gets a cookie.
– Debbi Behrman
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An Older Companion
I am writing this to suggest that you, the reader, consider
adopting an older Lab companion. The joys of doing so are
almost uncountable. I speak from experience. But first, let
me fill you in on my background in adopting dogs, from
puppyhood to adulthood, from birth to final parting. As I
write, my eyes are filled with tears...of joy, and of sorrow. I
want to share both with you.
My life has been enriched by canine
companionship. Let me give them
recognition: OJ, Aki, Gretchen, Hansel, Bear,
Shadow, Sampson and (presently) Bruce.
The first four were German shepherds (of
“mixed” heritage). Bear was a classic Golden
Retriever. The last three, Labs. With the sole
exception of OJ, who was a puppy (one of
eight) delivered by my son (an Eagle Scout)
and other members of our scout troop at
their birthing, all of the others were adult
canines. Each unique; each a teacher of unconditional love!
I want to give special recognition to Shadow, a black Lab,
who was three years old when he adopted me out of the
Palo Alto Animal Shelter. It was love at first sight, with an
instant bonding. He fell asleep with his head in my lap on
the drive from the shelter to my home in Gualala, a distance
of about 150 miles.
I was tutoring Indian and Hispanic children. Shadow
became a “tutor dog.” Sometimes children are embarrassed
to read to adults, but they would read to Shadow, who
often would put a paw in their laps to show he was

paying attention to them, and showing that he understood
everything they were reading. In his 10 remaining years,
he was a constant companion to me, and a friend to over
40 children, listening to their every word. When Shadow
expired at age 13, the children asked if I was sad, and did I
cry. My answer was “yes” to both!
In all of life, there comes the moment of
final parting. It is never easy to say goodbye
forever to a companion who has given total
devotion to you. I know! I have said goodbye
seven times to companions whom I have
loved, and who have returned that love many
fold. My present lab Bruce, adopted through
GGLRR, is nearing 15. We have been together
for the past nine months, and although he is
in good health, in “people years” he is in his
90’s. Bruce is a gentle companion, and very
well behaved. He is an expert at non-verbal
communication, and will stand in front of me to get my
attention before expressing his desire to “go outside” and
make friends with the local vegetation. He is a “toucher.”
While I read, he often will climb onto the couch next to me
and lean into me. I pet him. What else could I possibly do?
What does the future hold? For me, an “8th parting.” With
sadness and tears? Of course! But I will be at Bruce’s side.
I owe it to him (and his seven predecessors) not to leave
him alone when that moment arrives. And somewhere, #9
is waiting!
– Al Flack, Gualala, CA

Happy Endings – Oski
Oski and I are great! I continue with his training and he is (as well as me) a
very happy dog. He did have an operation about a month ago to remove a fatty
tumor on his leg and some growth on his eye. It all went well and both samples
were negative for any bad stuff.
I had to turn off my deer detectors as Oski likes to play with them too much
and we can’t waste the water!
– Barry Hoglund
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Happy Endings – Cody
Cody came to Lab Rescue as a stray at about 6 months old.
He was found wandering around on his own by a nice family
who tried to find his owner, but to no avail, so they called Lab
Rescue. We couldn’t pass up this wonderful dog, and we soon
found an adopter for Cody who recognized what a great (not
to mention gorgeous!) dog Cody is. Cody is now in training
to be a dementia therapy dog at Byron Park in Walnut Creek,
and goes to work daily with his human, Renee Hamilton.
I’m way overdue sending you an update on our handsome
Cody. What a wonderful hound he is! He is absolutely the
perfect dog for his new life as a community therapy dog...
sweet, intelligent, loving and eager to learn. The residents
have embraced him completely, referring to him as “our
dog” and asking his whereabouts if they see me in the halls
without him...which is rare. He is off-leash in my office and
outdoors on the property, but I continue keep him on a leash
in the community...at least until we have all his commands
completely ingrained. He’s still a pup after all!
Cody has continued to grow, still slender but tipping the
scales at 85 lbs. now. He loves to carry a stick or ball, and
has discovered the joys of swimming. We start each day with
an hour walk at 5:30 a.m. and then take another half-hour
walk in the evening before bed. Weekends are for hiking,
which he does with a couple of dog friends. It’s good to have
a dog again...gets me out on the trail more often. I can’t wait
to take him to the snow this winter! He’s going to love it!

On Thursday
we had a luau
for our staff
(our annual
associates
appreciation
party) with BBQ
ribs, games,
swimming in the
pool and general
fun and frolic.
Cody was with
us the entire
day, and enjoyed
every minute.
He was mobbed
by the staff’s
children (he’s
great with kids), participated in all the ball games to the
hilarity over everyone watching, and looked great in his lei!
:-) I’ve attached a picture of my handsome boy. I do want to
get a good picture of him for the GGLR 2015 calendar. That’s
my project in the next few weeks! He’s too handsome not to
be a calendar boy!
– Renee Hamilton
NOTE: Watch for Cody in the GGLRR 2015 Calendar!

Thank You!
Pet Food Express – Corporate,
and these retail stores for hosting
our adoption fairs and donating
food and toys to Labs in need!
Novato – Diablo
Redwood City – Woodside Road
San Jose – Blossom Hill
Walnut Creek – California Street

PetSport – for donating Tuff Balls. Since
PetSport started 19 years ago they have
been dedicated to
making quality and affordable pet products.
Their slogan is “Making
life a little more fun...
one lucky pet at a time”
and they try their best to hold true to that
statement. www.petsport.com

Bishop Ranch Veterinary
Center & Urgent Care –
for taking in our ill,
our injured and our
Labs needing vet
care, and making
them all fit and
ready for adoption!
www.webvets.com
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How to Win the Lab Rescue
Lottery for a Popular Dog:
A True Adoption Story
First, make it to two Pet Adoption Fairs a considerable distance from your house. This involves juggling 4 kids’ schedules, covering sports events with help of husband. Apologize
at the second one that only 3 kids were able to make it.
Second, fall in love with a dog that is not a good match for
your family, and be gracious and understanding when a rep
tells you no, that’s not the right dog. Emphasize that you want
what is best for that dog.
Third, call on another dog, make arrangements to visit at
the foster’s home, a long way away. Split kids with husband,
husband takes one daughter to Woodland to soccer tournament, leaving very early in the morning, with instructions and
directions to come to the fosters home after the game.
Fourth, get other three kids ready to go meet dog at fosters.
When oldest son breaks a plate while he is doing the dishes,
and cuts wrist badly, gushing blood everywhere, stop putting
conditioner on daughter’s hair, throw a hat on her, grab other
son and wounded son, and go to the emergency room.
Fifth, from the emergency room, call the fosters to let them
know you will be late. Call husband, tell him dog appointment
is rescheduled to a little later.
Sixth, with son now properly bandaged and no longer gush-

ing blood, get all kids in car and drive to fosters. Apologize
that husband and other daughter are on their way, but that
because your daughter’s team lost the game in overtime, husband is taking daughter to Brown Sugar Kitchen on the way to
console her. So he will be late.
Seventh, have incredibly personable and respectful kids,
who ask the fosters questions, and are wonderful with the
dog on a walk and in the house. And have a cute husband
who falls in love with the dog at first sight.
Eighth, with whole now reunited family, take dog on another
walk so fosters and rep can talk.
Ninth, cry when told that yes, that dog is your family’s. Hug
the fosters, thank them for the wonderful care they took of
that dog, exit with family, and try to contain the kids’ joyous
whooping down the street.
Tenth, read everything sent by Lab Rescue rep, go shopping
for dog, borrow crate from mother, get everything ready.
Eleventh, pick up dog, have a quiet first day, call about
trainers the next day, scheduling so that everyone in the family
will attend training with their new dog together.
Twelfth, send pictures of dog’s first day to rep. Understand
that new dog needs structure, provide it and make sure all
family members understand that.
Thirteenth, love and delight in your new dog, totally.
– Dale Jensen on behalf of the Monroe family who
adopted Ace

Happy Endings – Annie
Annie is doing incredibly well. Krista and I were just remarking last night how
she has lost all her fears. Krista was brushing her with the FURminator, and said
“she wouldn’t let me get this close in the first couple of months we had her.” Every
morning Annie jumps on the bed and wakes me up with kisses. She still gets her
almost daily hikes in the hills with her beagle brother. As Buster is getting older,
Annie really helps him out with visual and aural cues. They get along so well.
Last week we adopted another 6-year-old beagle girl who is also now learning to
lose her fears. Annie is being such a good example and taking good care of her.
They sleep near each other every night. We have quite the fun little pack now.
– Brett and Krista Strader
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Happy Endings –
Suzy
Our 4 1/2 year-old yellow Lab, Zeke,
started acting weird on Thursday
evening. We took him to the Vet
Friday morning. We collectively felt
like he must have ingested something.
No signs of anything except for lying
around and panting a lot. We took
x-rays and he was treated for tummy
trouble. By Friday evening he was
having a bit of trouble getting up
in the hind end. We put him to bed
and thought if he wasn’t better, we
would take him back to the Vet in
the morning. We woke up at 4 am to
find that he was completely paralyzed from the waist down.
We rushed to the emergency clinic where they diagnosed
him with a stroke or slipped disk. Neither situation was
a good one. Zeke had a stage 4 heart murmur from birth
and would likely not withstand anesthesia. Either diagnosis
required an MRI and likely a major surgery, which he would
very likely not handle. With the suggestion of the Vet, we had
to make the toughest decision of our lives. I had to leave on
a business trip the next morning. This left both my husband

and I with broken hearts and nobody
to console one another. I decided that
we must rescue a Lab to help ourselves
get through this, and I started looking
at GGLRR while on the road. Before I
headed home, I told my husband how I
felt and he said he had been doing the
same thing.
There was a fair the next weekend after I
got back and this is where we met Suzy,
our sweet 2-1/2 year-old black Lab. We
are so pleased with her– she has settled
in very nicely. She is a bit timid but has
come a long way in the 5 1/2 days that
she has been with us. She has helped
bring us out of our depression; I think
we have done the same for her. She has become the queen
of her new domain. We are looking forward to gaining her
trust and transforming her into an even more warm, loving
and wonderful companion.
Suzy is not a replacement for Zeke–she is a new chapter
in our lives and we are looking forward to many more
chapters to this happy ending. Thank you GGLRR.
– Bob and Phyllis Barbour

Happy Endings – Max
It has been two years this month since we adopted Max from Golden Gate Lab Rescue.
We had fostered for three years, all wonderful dogs with whom we fell in love, and then
experienced the joy of seeing them move on to perfect forever homes. So why couldn’t we
let go of Max? Simply because he is so special and funny and wistful. He totally captured
our hearts with his sweet goofy manner. Max is the pesky little brother to Santé, our older
female Lab, sometimes peeing on her head in an effort to mark whatever she has stopped
to sniff. He brings such joy to our grandchildren when they visit, and charms everyone
he encounters with a demand for attention by flopping over in front of, or on, them. He
bravely endures Vet visits (numerous because he has residual dental problems and a
penchant for accidents due to his inherent klutziness), and always has the whole Vet staff
smiling. He is afraid of being left out of whatever activity is happening, and happily treats even simple daily occurrences–
walks, mealtimes, car rides–as new adventures. Sometimes his eagerness gets ahead of him, and he has been known to
crash into the gate before it is open, or jump into the back of our hatchback before we have raised the door. He just picks
himself up, looks a bit embarrassed, and continues on. Max is one-of-a-kind, our silly insecure boy, and we are forever
grateful to Lab Rescue for bringing him into our lives.
– Tom, Dale, and yes, even Santé
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Get Your 2015 GGLRR Calendar!
The 2015 GGLRR calendar is here, featuring more than
100 gorgeous Labs adopted from us!
Our calendar also includes a 20% off coupon at Pet
Food Express®! Please visit www.labrescue.org/calendar
to order your calendar showing these lucky Labs now
enjoying California beaches, parks
and places in and around their
forever homes. Order one for
everyone on your holiday list.
You’ll get a beautiful Lab calendar,
support rescue efforts by helping
raise much needed funds to
save more Labs, and save 20%
on your purchase at Pet Food
Express. It’s the perfect holiday
gift for everyone on your list!
If you have any questions on ordering please email
liz@jobshopsf.com

Santa Photos are coming!
Don’t miss out on the
upcoming Pet Fairs because
they are the last Pet Fairs
of 2014 and they are also
Santa Photo shoots! Bring
your pets and your family
for an awesome picture
with Santa! Get your holiday
photos and cards and you
help Lab Rescue at the same
time. Plus, it is hilarious!
Santa Photo Shoots are at these Pet Food Express
locations and dates:
Sat. 12/6 12-4 pm. Walnut Creek – California Street
Sun. 12/7 12-4 pm. San Jose – Blossom Hill
Sat. 12/13 12-4 pm. Redwood City – Woodside Road
Sun. 12/14 12-4 pm. Novato – Diablo
Check the website for locations and updated information
on Santa photos, and check back throughout the year for
dates and locations for other GGLRR Pet Fairs and events.

Happy Endings – Chloe

She has 2-3 favorite toys: (pink) Miss Piggy (whose squeak
is still alive!); Quacky (her limp duck) and
“Hurley”, a rubber elongated bone! “Piggy”
goes practically everywhere with her, even
outside to do her business. Sometimes she’ll
come back without Piggy and I have to tell
her to go get Piggy! She immediately goes
back to pick up her pal.

We are still loving having Chloe in our
family. She is so easy going! She is very
smart; knows all her toys by name!
Knows when I say “uh-uh”, it means
don’t do that! She instantly moves away
from whatever it is I don’t want her to do.
Chloe made herself at home right away!
It seemed like she had been with us all
her life. I can’t remember ever having an
A-D-O-P-T-E-D (rescue) dog acclimate
so quickly to us and our surroundings. It
made our lives even easier than expected.
She is the perfect dog for us! She is so
mellow, obeys directions, walks beautifully on leash and
when off leash, she comes immediately when I call her! She
is a leaner, meaning she is quick to lean into us for pets,
loves, whatever, just to be close. She has even done this with
friends who have come to welcome her to our home!

She’s always ready to go for a ride in the
car and gets really excited when we go to
the doggie playground. She’s excellent with
other dogs, although the more closely a dog
matches her size, the happier she is; smaller
dogs tend to be more scrappy.
So, life is good (better) with Chloe in our lives. It’s almost 4
months at this writing. It’s amazing! It seems like she’s been
with us forever. Thank you for all your hard work.
– Bobbi and Brian Adams
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This amazing condo in Cabo San Lucas
can be yours for a week, AND you can help
the Labs at the same time!
Need a break from the rain and the fog and the drought?
Does a long white beach outside a luxury condo sound like
just the thing! Well, GGLRR might have just
the thing for you!
A generous donor has gifted us with one
week at Pueblo Bonita Sunset Beach Golf
& Spa Resort in Cabo San Lucas, and we
are raffling that week off to one lucky
winner!
Here are the details:
• Jr. Suite with over 435 square feet of living space
• Features a fully-equipped kitchenette for 			
		 convenient in room dining

Jr. Suite with ocean view

• Living area with over-sized chairs facing the ocean
• Elegant sleeping quarters, furnished with 2 		
		 double beds, but you can request a queen bed
• Private balcony or terrace with a view of 			
		 the ocean and outdoor seating so you can drink 		
		 Margaritas and watch the sun go down (or come up!)
• Good for one week (7 Days) in 2015
You can have all this AND help Lab Rescue too! Here’s how:
Go to our website, www.labrescue.org for
more information and to place your bid.
(The minimum bid is $1500) The auction will
remain open until Dec. 15, at which time the
lucky winner will be contacted by phone.

Pool and grill

For more information on the condo
and this beautiful property, go to www.
pueblobonitosunsetbeach.com/cabosan-lucas-lodging. We also have links on
the GGLRR website to the property, TripAdvisor
reviews, and pictures.

Your winning bid benefits you in two ways:
you get a week at a fabulous resort property,
AND you help Lab Rescue save Labs! So make
your bid now!
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We Extend Our Thanks
To You!
Thank you to all of our wonderful donors. Without
you, we would not be able to continue to help the
Labs that need medical care and/or new homes.
Your donations make it happen!
Donors listed from Jan 2014 – Oct 2014; we do
our best to recognize all of our generous donors.

$5-$50 “SHOTS & FIRST EXAM”
Dianne Washington
Ellis & Aly Lubiens
Tammy Halley
Sally Sprinkle
Pet Food Express
Vanessa McDonnell
Joanne Boldt, For Bruce
Jen-Wei Chi
Nhut Dong
Suzanne Gollin, In Memory of Zoe
Joseph Grubbs, In Memory of Kerry Ketchum
King, from Teresa Grubbs & Cooper
Jim Haberlin, In Honor of Laura and Cody
Laura Haberlin, In Honor of Kody
Katie Hassett
Laura Hearick
Carol Kirk, In Memory of Ron Kilmartin
Christina Kolotouros, In Honor of Cal Poppink’s
7th birthday
Lynn Humphreys Kaiser
Ria Santos, For Bruce
CSECC
Tony Knight
Lori Gust
Brett Strader
Vicki & Bruce Blodgett
Beth Peterson, Canine Clarity, For Bruce
Cheryl Cartin
Trudi Cole, In Honor of Sadie & Sheena
Kathleen Durrer
Diana Gordon
Gail Gurman
Jerome & Darlene Hatfield
Meredith Howard, For Bruce
Lauris Jensen, In Memory of Kelly Cunningham
Leslie Ann Jones
Mary King, Bruce’s Fund
Mary Beth Lamb, In Memory of Toastin’s Cool
Beans
Robert Lemmon, For Bruce

www.labrescue.org

David & Susan Lynch
Sandra MacLean
Marion Miller
William Minor
Dawn Morris, In Memory of Akiva
Ilisa Paul
Deborah Ivaldi Pitcher, In Honor of Otto
Jeffrey Rosen
Marc Sola
George & Zoe Tucker
Gayle Walker
Keith Wandry, In Memory of Marley Redele
Samantha Weiss
Camp K-9 of Marin, In Memory of Marley
Bannan
Anonymous, East Bay M.U.D.
J. Barnes
Juanita Contreras
Mary Doll
Caprice & Patricia Elias
Donna Gillespie
Charles Hurd
M.E. Lamb, In Memory Of Cayla
Hootan Mahallati
Carla & Stoney Moss
Paul Neumeyer
Julie Selner, For Bruce and Yogi
Audrey Tomaselli, In Honor of Gioia
Anonymous, CSECC
Ramona Lull, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (HOME)
Barbara Simboli
Diane Steele
Doug Derham, Hale Pet Door
Hazel Ayson, In Memory of Ron Kilmartin
Carol Brown, In Memory of Vinia Rowland
Robyn Cornyn
Beverly Jeanne Mager, In Memory of Magers
Millennium
Julia Sweet, In Memory of Mae
Jon & Lisa Wiseman, In Memory of Cori &
Aspen
Stacy Hallett, For Lemonade Fund
Maggie & Kate Hamilton
Amy Patz
Catherine Costello
Linda Jennings
Barbara Bartlett
Jane & Lowell Borders
Sandy Boyd, In Memory of William Barnes
Andrew & Anne Branagh, In Memory of Zoe
Mimi Brosan
Robert & Jean Brown

Nancy Chasko, In Memory of Francis
Robert Clinch
Nancy Coleman
Kimberly Connors, In Loving Memory of Amarillo
Boyd “Rio”
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Curry, In Memory of Ron
Kilmartin
Amy Davis, In Honor of Janis Cherry for Bruce
Stefanie Deuber
Wendy Flapan, For Bruce
Stephanie Frank, In Honor of Izzy
Lauren Garcia
Lori Gust
Margaret Hickox, In Memory of Holidays
Buttercup, CDX,WC,CGC
Stephanie Hinds, In Memory of Duke
Kathleen Hirschfeld, In Honor of Duke
Glenn Hunter, In Memory of Hershey & Curtis
Vicki Kelley
Jeff Kramer
Alice Lam, In Honor of Samantha
Jay Cabral Linda Honea
Douglas MacKenzi, SanDisk
Katie McClure
Kate Merriman, In Memory of Maggie
Barbara & Eileen Misthos
Corina Ojeda
Dina Phillips, In Honor of Ron Kilmartin & Pepsi
Andrew & Laura Poppink, Happy 7th Birthday,
Cal!
Martha Poppink-Melcher
Marilyn Quinn
Amy Rattner
Karla Rees
Aliisa Rosenthal, Thank you GGLRR
Michael & Nancy Sanchez, In Memory of Emme
Giovanna Santori, In Loving Memory of Sophie
Sagredo
Angela Sewecke
Karen Silva
Sharon Suggs, In Honor of DeeDee’s 40th
Birthday
Flora Sun
Judy Taylor, In Memory of Rachel Judy Taylor
Carmen & Gary Thurner
Denise Ward, For Bruce
Barbara & Douglas White
Albert & Maude Wolff, In Memory of Emma
Anonymous, Bruce’s Fund
Tarot by HiC
Mary Doll, In Honor of Howard
Dyan Kirsch
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$51-$100 “SPAY / NEUTER”
Ramona Lull, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory
Charles Smith
Marc Cohen, Wells Fargo
Warren Ehrhardt, Ehrhardt Enterprises
David Mahan
Anonymous, Pet Food Express
David Ely
Stephen Hughes
Colleen Lim
Julie Ulmer Steve Alves, In Honor of Maggie
Mary and Ron Zolezzi
CSECC
GMS Entreprenurial Team, The Girls Middle
School
Tammy Halley
Julie Borden
Danielle Hofing
Douglas Lang
Bethany Mayer, For Athena
Dina Sakahara, In Memory of Rowdy
William Klemme
Donna Pomponi, In Memory of Tom
Casalegno–a life well lived
Phil Johnson
Peter & Betty Bradford, Athena Fund
Diane Brown, In Memory of Nic
Gloria Amundsen, In Honor of Ebony
Jill Arroyo, YourCause, LLC Trustee for PG&E
Jerry & Linda Avellar, In Honor of Bear &
Shadow
Janice Baker
Karen Beardsley-Umezawa, For Bruce
Loreen Bergman, Bruce’s Fund
Margaret Blunt, In Honor of Dr. Laura
Robertson, MD
Peter & Betty Bradford, Love Me Fund
Jeffrey Bui, In Loving Memory of Mouse for Lab
medical care
Joseph deVictoria, In Loving Memory of Roger
Colette & Steve Enriquez
Stuart Epstein, In Memory of Bear
Chet Ferdun
Waltraud Finch
Alfred Flejtuch
Liz Frome, In Honor of Lulu
Geraldine Hall, In Memory of Jackie Smith
Jeff & Jessica Hamrick
Sally Hayward
Jason Holliday, For Bruce
Ginny Horton

www.labrescue.org

David Iventosch
Michelle Jewett, In Honor of my mother
Linda Johnson
Janice Johnson, In Honor of Zoe
Shelia Kolby, In Loving Memory of Logan
Jeffrey Levenstam
Lisa Loe, For Bruce
Jeff & Kathy McDonald
Susan McDonald
Katharine Moore, In Memory of Ella Mae &
Angel
Roxanne Nelson
Audre Nelson, In Honor of Daryl Soloman–
Happy Birthday!
Amber Niemi
Scott Noel, Thank you for letting us foster Chief
Maureen Olson
Joseph & Gail Palazzolo
John Poysa
Michael & Juliana Rahmgren
Keith Korver Roberta Lee
E Louisa Rosenberg, Thank You GGLRR for
Buddy and Love Me Fund
Deedee Ruxton, In Honor of Amy
Katie Shepherd
Lee Stepanian, In Honor of Maggie May
Jan Stern, For Bruce
Barbara Stevens, Love Me Fund
Dinah & Joseph Szander
Patricia & Steven Takahashi
Susan Wellman
Sandra Willert, Wedding Congratulations to Ron
Ripley & Vince Olson
Nicola & Richard Willits, Fidelity Charitable
Cornelia Wilson, From Dusty & In Memory of
Ernest Santiago
Kaleen Wong

$101-$250 “MEDICINES & PROCEDURES TO MAKE A DOG WELL”
Christine Kendrick
Joan Barnes
Valerie Cordero, In Honor of The Shepardsons
Janice Geyton, Happy 3rd Birthday, Gus!
James Geyton Jr.
John Hansen, Wells Fargo
Bengt Lundberg & Nancy Moore, In Memory of
Laika
Google
David Fuller, The VMWare Foundation
Mike Soby

Virginia Cook
Lindsey
		 Dial
Karen Shields, eBay Inc. Foundation
Anonymous, LICA
Anonymous, LICA
Penni Lundquist, Kaiser Permanente
Community Giving Campaign
Tracy Harcourt, Honor of Moogie
Victor Dalot, Thank You for watching Bones
Donald Engle
Jean Forer, In Honor of Bear
Peter Grassi
Jennifer & Peter Liske, In Memory of Odie &
Kona
Dudlie Miller
Andrew & Ann Reid
Dr. Jill Sideman
Debra Viall

$501-$1000 “SPECIAL SURGERY”
Marc Cohen, Wells Fargo
Diane Androvich
Eileen Bosch, For Bruce and In Memory of Cody
& Rocky
Fanny Chang, For Bruce
Brett Strader, Sing For America Foundation
Karen Gardner, Athena Fund
Benevity
Steven Marshburn, Microsoft
Anonymous, LICA
David & Deborah McEuen

$1001+ “ORTHOPEDIC PROCEDURES”
Peter Purkrabek
Chuck Shih & Beth Ericksen, In Memory of
Mike and Anne
Karen Gardner, Love me fund
Maureen McClain, For Christy, In Honor of Holly
& Shasta
Tom Le
Zalec Familian Foundation & Lilian Levinson
Foundation
Monica Chastagnol, In Memory of Calamity
Jane
Karen Gardner, For Senior/Special Needs Dog
Fund and In Memory of Rachel
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We Need Fosters!

Adopters: here’s an easy way
to save money and save Labs!

Can you see yourself taking
a Lab into your home as a
foster, to give them the time
they need for us to find their
forever home? The number
of Labs in need continues
to grow, and we desperately
need more foster families!
If you can foster, go to
www.labrescue.org/
volunteer.html for more
information or to complete
a volunteer form. The Labs
(and GGLRR!) will love you.
Noel and Laura Sewell have fostered many Labs for GGLRR over the
years. We’d like to give them a big “thank you woof ”on behalf of
GGLRR and the many dogs they have helped to save.

More Thanks:

When you adopted your
wonderful Lab, along
with your adoption
certificate you received a
20/20 coupon from Pet
Food Express: 20% off
your purchase, and they
donate $20 to us! If all of
our adopters used their
coupon, it could mean
an additional $6,000 in
donations to support the
medical and other needs of
our Labs. So if you haven’t
used your coupon, go buy your Lab something today!

Current Board:

To all the fosters, dog transporters, Pet Fair Volunteers and
many others– we would not be able to save as many dogs as
we do without your help!
Animal Hospital of Sebastopol
Bishop Ranch Veterinary Hospital – San Ramon – Dr. Gillman
Caity Bruttig – Balanced Behavior Dog Training
Designer – Greg Flejtuch Design
Dog Boarding / Dog Training – K-9 Country Club – Petaluma
Kirkwood Animal Hospital – Campbell
Merchandise – John Oda
Molly’s pup-purr-ee – Danville
Olivet Kennels – Sapir Weiss, Jane Weiss and staff
Park Animal Hospital – Dr. Robert Arrick
Printer – MSI Printing – Jim Barnes
Puppy Awareness / Dog Training – Beth Peterson

n

Rescue Reps

Treasurer
Liz Frome

n

Liz Frome
Sandy Markuse
Marilyn Hoffpauir
Kathleen Hirschfeld
Candace Alexander
Allison Mortimer
Jennifer Dekker-Davidson
Debbi Behrman
Joan Bonagan
Kris Mousavi
Judy Taylor
Carol Turrini
Dale Jenssen
Dave Ely
Laura Dohrmann
Darcy Parkyn

n

Other Volunteers

Cindi Wilson
Janis Cherry
Betsy Dugdale
Lindsey Dial
Barbora Plazakova
Annie Trimpe
Kaleen Woo
Tom Foster
Barbara Guerra-Jankowski
Geri Markey

We want to extend our thanks to the photographers who helped
with our Santa Shoot this year.

Todd Jurek – Dog Training

Mark Rogers www.markrogersphotography.com
Andrew Sherman www.andrewshermanphotography.com
Nikki Weidner & Ananda Doty www.tailsnaps.com
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How to Support Lab Rescue
Lab Rescue
Merchandise
We’ve recently set up
an Amazon Wish List
with items needed for
the dogs. Have fun
shopping for the dogs
and thank you for
your consideration.
www.amazon.com/registry/wishlist/PBYXNJI9EFYF/
ref=cm_sw_r_fa_ws_HKW8sb01X2KWB

Show your support of GGLRR
with our custom-designed
t-shirts, hats, water bottles,
shopping bags and scarves.
Order yours on-line or buy
them at one of our Pet Fairs.
Wear our LabRescue apparel to
encourage people to adopt a Lab-in-need.
www.labrescue.org/store.html

GGLRR Greeting Cards
Beautiful birthday, friendship,
sympathy, get well, thank you,
and even blank note cards, all
feature GGLRR Labs like yours.
Half of the profits go directly to
GGLRR. Each pack of ten cards
and envelopes also includes a
20% off coupon from Pet Food
Express! Shop for yours now at
www.SecondChanceGreetings.com

When you do your
shopping through
AmazonSmile, select Lab
Rescue as your charity,
and Amazon will donate
a portion of the purchase
price to us. Get a jump on
your holiday shopping at
www.smile.amazon.com

There are many ways to Donate!

Where does the money go?

You already know you can make a donation by check
or credit card, but did you know that you can:
Vet Costs: 62%

• Donate stock or real estate
• Make a Life Income Gift
• Increase the impact of your donation by
taking advantage of your employer’s gift 		
matching program (see HR for details).

Misc: 2%
Vehicle: 2%

Dog Boarding: 9%

Accounting/Bank: 2%
Postage: 3%
Printing/Design: 3%

For more information go to
www.labrescue.org/donate.html

Dog Training: 9%
Insurance: 4%
Dog Supplies: 5%
15
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About GGLRR, Inc.
Golden Gate Labrador Retriever Rescue, Inc. (GGLRR) is organized under the California
Non-Profit Public Benefit Corporation Law for charitable and educational purposes. We
have been granted nonprofit tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code. GGLRR is a private, nonprofit, all-volunteer organization.
GGLRR facilitates the placement of unwanted Labrador Retriever dogs into new homes.
We are sought out by concerned individuals and humane organizations who come into
contact with Labrador Retrievers. We have a spay-neuter requirement for all dogs that
we place. Families residing within our Northern California service area who desire
to adopt a Labrador Retriever complete an application form and are introduced to
potential pets. Our purpose is solely to provide good homes for Labrador Retrievers
who might otherwise be abandoned or euthanized by their previous owner.
Our service area is Northern California and covers six telephone area codes: 408, 415,
510, 650, 707, and 925. GGLRR has more than 100 volunteers. None of our volunteers
receive any form of compensation for their time and effort, other than the pure
satisfaction of matching a displaced Lab with a loving family.
GGLRR relies upon placement and adoption donations, fundraising events, and
charitable donations for its funding. We suggest a minimum donation (currently $400)
for prospective families wishing to adopt from us.

If you prefer, you can also use PayPal to make a
donation. Log onto www.labrescue.org/donate
and click on the PayPal icon.
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Meet Lab Rescue volunteer
Barb! Barb coordinates all of
our Pet Fairs around the Bay
Area, sometimes coordinating
as many as 4 in a single
month! She coordinates
which dogs will attend,
arranges transportation
for them, gets our fabulous
new tent to the venue, corrals a sufficient number of
volunteers to handle all the tasks, and does it all with a
smile on her face and a cheerful word for everyone.

Letters to the Editor

We welcome letters and pictures!

Please send to:
GGLRR Editor
268 Bush Street, #4322
San Francisco, CA 94104
or e-mail: labrescuesfbayarea@gmail.com
You may also use the above e-mail address to
notify us of an address change or if you would
no longer care to receive this newsletter.

